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the canoe by which Rama and Sita crossed the Sarayu, not
the charkha in which many see the embodiment of its
spirit The civilization of India, that is, its technological
and institutional equipment, has varied, or, been borrowed
from others from age to age. The bridges which span our
rivers, the mills which weave our cloth and the legislatures
which resound with our political hopes and disappoint-
ments are not ours by invention but by adoption. They
are the permanent possessions of mankind, which influence
culture no doubt but do not constitute it. Similarly our
social habits, the caste, the family, the marriage system are
but crusts of life, not life itself. Even the social and reli-
gious beliefs by which culture was propagated and preserv-
ed in Gujarata in the past do not in themselves constitute
it. These change with time, with the civilization of each
age.
This culture, however, is to be found in the sense of
continuity; in the consciousness of Indian unity; in the
permanent values in which the Aryans have always seen
the fulfilment of life; in the ethical and idealistic absolutes
which have moulded the Aryan outlook on the eternal
questions: What is life ? What is its purpose and end? The
conception of life as pure Joy—as Idea above and beyond the
fluctuating uncertainty of existence—alone gives its dis-
tinctive greatness. In the use of materialistic power by an
indomitable and all-pervasive Idealism lies the secret of
India's undying life; in the triumph of the latter over the
former, the only hope for humanity.
As we saw, every generation of Gujaratls has won its
own variety of this culture afresh. And so does the pre-
sent generation of Gujaratls hope to do, only more
intensively and comprehensively. And it struggles on to-
day in the hope that, when the day comes, its contribution
to India's literary and cultural renaissance will be as
great as its present share in its political and economic
advancement
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